Helping you overcome collaboration and connectivity challenges

The ability to keep working without impacting the safety of staff, suppliers or customers is
vital for many. To help get the most from your Vision Engineering equipment here is a
rundown of the systems can be used for safer connected working.

DRV-Z1




Can be used for live 3D* collaboration across
multiple sites
3D views can be recorded as stills or as videos to
give greater detail and movement information
Settings can be established on one system and
shared with other users, ensuring consistency
across multiple sites

*Can also connect with non-DRV-Z1 users to display on a
2D screen

EVO Cam II





Stream images using almost any webcam package,
with HDMI and USB3 outputs
Simply ‘plug and play’ with any Windows 10
Professional system or software such as Skype
Share live images with co-workers at other locations
or record still or video images that can be emailed
Shared settings ensure consistency across multiple
sites

Lynx EVO (with SmartCam or SmartCam5)
and Mantis Elite Cam HD





Supplied with ViCapture software that is
straightforward to use and easily captures still
images and video
Quick and efficient collaboration between sites with
tools for annotating images
If a live connection is required, the system can be
set up to allow images to be shared using webcam
applications such as Skype

BenchKam






Bench magnifier users can also take advantage of
connected working simply adding BenchKam to any
Wave LED or Circus LED magnifier
Working as a plug-and-play webcam images can be
shared live over Skype and other streaming and
meeting software
Images and videos can be captured and shared for
easier collaboration or stored for later review

Further benefits of connected working – both now and for the future:









Reduced exposure to environmental risk factors
Faster validation of parts and processes without need to attend in person
Faster understanding of issues leading to faster resolution
Reduced travel time and cost
Reduced personal cost with time away from home
Reduced environmental impact by reduction in travel requirement
Easy recording and recall of still and video images
Efficient collaboration without need to leave the workstation
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